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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose to reproduce drag forces in a virtual un-
derwater environment. To this end, we first compute the drag forces
to be exerted on human limbs in a physically correct way. Adopt-
ing a pseudo-haptic approach that generates visual discrepancies
between the real and virtual limb motions, we compute the extent of
drag forces that are applied to the virtual limbs and can be naturally
perceived. Through two tests, our drag force simulation method is
compared with others. The results show that our method is effective
in reproducing the sense of being immersed in water. Our study can
be utilized for various types of virtual underwater applications such
as scuba diving training and aquatic therapy.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visu-
alization techniques—Treemaps; Human-centered computing—
Visualization—Visualization design and evaluation methods

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) provides a realistic experience incorporating
many types of sensory feedback. The visual feedback is often given
through head-mounted displays (HMDs) which are recently being
commercialized by a number of companies. However, few com-
mercial VR products support haptic feedback, which is one of the
key factors to improve the level of immersion and presence of VR
experience. This is mainly because existing haptic techniques almost
exclusively rely on external mechanical devices which are generally
expensive and complex. As an alternative lighter approach, increas-
ing number of studies have focused on pseudo-haptic techniques,
which simulate haptic sensations exploiting phenomenon of visual
dominance in human visuo-haptic integration.

Our work aims to provide a realistic underwater VR experience
without using haptic devices. To this end, we focus on visual illusion
determined by drag forces exerted on the users body. Therefore,
we propose a pseudo-haptic approach that can reproduce the drag
force without external haptic devices. More specifically, we propose
to simulate the sensation of drag force by appropriately generating
visual discrepancy between the real motion of the user and the virtual
motion of the avatar. To this end, we employed physics equations
for drag forces and conducted an experiment to identify the extent
of drag forces that can be naturally perceived.

In order to verify the identified extent of drag forces, two tests
were made to compare our method with others. The test results
imply that our method is effective in reproducing the underwater
drag force sensation. We also developed a prototype application
to investigate how our technique affects the level of presence and
enjoyment. Lastly, based on the lessons and insights we gained
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through the user studies, we provide implementation guidelines
which can help design and develop VR underwater applications.

2 RELATED WORK

The visual input in a VR application plays a major role in user expe-
rience. It is thus critical to recognize the role of visual cues among
modalities. It is well-known that visual dominance exists over other
multisensory inputs [32]. The ‘rubber-hand’ illusion has shown that
seeing a dummy hand being brushed in synchrony with somatosen-
sory stimulation of real hand leads to the illusion that the dummy
hand has become part of real body [4]. Burns et al. [5] pointed out
that, due to the visual dominance, users are more tolerant to visual
proprioceptive conflict than visual interpenetration. A common use
of this visual dominance is visual gains, differing the mapping ratio
of the virtual movement to the real-world movement [47]. Various re-
searches employed this to control users’ perception on speed [10,41],
walking [14, 30, 36, 42], jumping [21], and head movements [15].

Taking advantage of such dominance of vision, studies have
emerged on simulating haptic sensation with vision but without
the haptic stimulus, known as pseudo-haptics [3, 26]. The pseudo-
haptic effect of texture was provided by altering the cursor’s motion
as it moved over an image [24], and also by varying the size of
the cursor [25]. Dominjon et al. [7] evaluated the influence of
the control/display ratio on the perception of mass using a hidden
static controller and a 2D representation on a screen. Jauregui et
al. [16] demonstrated how the visual animation of a self-avatar can be
artificially modified in real time to create a haptic illusion of lifting
weight. Rietzler et al. [39] manipulated users’ time perception in
immersive virtual environments (IVEs) by applying a low pass filter
on the angular velocity between a joint’s angle of the tracked user
and the virtual avatar. Reitzler et al. [38] proposed to use visual
tracking offsets in VR, letting users perceive weights of objects.

In this context, visual inputs can provide the sense of resistive
force. In one of the early developments, Lécuyer et al. [23] simu-
lated stiffness by altering the visual displacement of a virtual spring.
Lécuyer et al. [27] also simulated visual stiffness of a virtual piston
based on Hooke’s law. The results suggested that distorting the vi-
sual displacement can blur one’s proprioceptive perception. Rietzler
et al. [37] proposed an approach to create a kinesthetic feedback by
combining the tactile haptics and visual manipulations. An interest-
ing concept, compensatory postural adjustment, was leveraged to
produce the haptic illusion of a force field by Pusch et al. [35]. The
visual representation of the hand was dynamically displaced along
or against the virtual wind, and users were instructed to stabilize
their hand. In this process of stabilization, about 70% of the subjects
reported that they felt force exerted on their hand.

On the other hand, there have been attempts to reproduce the
resistive force through haptic devices. GyroVR is a system that
attaches flywheels on the front of an HMD to generate perpendicular
force [11]. The force makes it difficult for users to move their head
and enables users to perceive a sense of inertia. Nagai et al. [29]
developed a wearable haptic system where wires from the motor
are attached to the user’s wrists. The device provides forces for
users moving virtual objects within the spatial restriction of the
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Figure 1: Experiment setup and virtual scene. (a) Small white circles
represent the joints, the angular velocities of which are reduced by
drag forces. (b) Virtual underwater scenery.

wire frame. Heo et al. [12] demonstrated a hammer-shaped force
feedback device that can reproduce propulsive force. However, these
hardware systems are often costly and hard to implement.

The underwater movement of human being has been investigated
through the past decades in the areas of physics and kinematics [17].
Kato et al. [19] conducted a comparison analysis on locomotion
between underwater and land, such as walking speed, and joint an-
gles. There have been attempts to measure such difference caused by
hydrodynamic force [9, 43]. This could be useful for understanding
swimming behavior [1, 40] and rehabilitation with aquatic exercise
and aquatic therapy [13, 22, 34, 44].

As an effort to accurately examine hydrodynamic drag force,
Berger et al. [2] investigated the drag force coefficients for the
hand/arm model. Poyhonen et al. [33] also found the drag force
coefficients for the knee extension-flexion movement. For the first
pseudo-haptic approach to the sensation of moving in an underwater
environment, we took into account these examinations in order to
develop a realistic illusory sensation of underwater drag force.

3 UNDERWATER DRAG FORCE SIMULATION

The goal of our work is to induce the sensation of underwater move-
ment with a pseudo-haptic approach. Specifically, we provide a
deviation or discrepancy in the motion between the user’s limb and
avatar’s limb.

Two major types of forces that influence an object’s underwater
movement are buoyancy and drag. Buoyancy is an upward force
against the gravitational force. It is ever-present in an underwater
environment and is perceivable without any motion. As our goal is
to provide visual stimulus which is appropriately synchronized to
user’s motion, buoyancy is not of our interest and we will focus on
drag.
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Figure 2: Shoulder, elbow, and wrist in the human skeleton’s hierarchy.

3.1 Virtual Underwater Environment
In our study, we used HTC Vive headset. We set the tracking volume
to ‘Room-scale mode.’ Its dimensions were 3.2m×3.2m×3.2m. A
user’s motion was tracked with two controllers and three trackers.
See Figure 1-(a). The controllers were held in both hands. A tracker
was fastened around the stomach with a strap and two were attached
to both ankles. Based on the tracked positions, the user’s posture
was computed with inverse kinematics [31]. Then, the avatar was
rendered by the Unity game engine. All experiments were made in
the underwater scene rendered by Unity. See Figure 1-(b). For the
auditory input, the user put on earphones connected to the headset,
which had an underwater bubbly sound playing on repeat.

3.2 Drag Force and Angular Velocity
Figure 2 shows part of the human skeleton’s hierarchy, where the
shoulder denoted as i is the parent of the elbow denoted as j, which
is the parent of the wrist denoted as k. In our study, the parent-
child joints are assumed to be connected by a cylindrical bone. In
Figure 2, consider the forearm, which rotates about the elbow, j.
By slicing the cylindrical forearm, we can define an infinitesimal
volume element, e. Then, the drag force exerted on e, Fd,e( j), is
defined as follows [2, 33]:

Fd,e( j) =−1
2

ρ||ω j× r j,e||2cdAe
ω j× r j,e

||ω j× r j,e||
(1)

where ρ is the water density (for example, 995.7kg/m3 at 30◦C), ω j
is the angular velocity of joint j, r j,e is the vector connecting j and e,
cd is the drag coefficient of human limbs, which is approximately 0.2,
and Ae is the cross section of e projected to the plane perpendicular
to the flow direction.

In Equation (1), the angular velocity, ω j , is of the ‘real body.’ It is
obtained using the Vive trackers/controllers and inverse kinematics
in real time. Then, the drag force, Fd,e( j), is applied to the same
joint j of the ‘avatar’ to reproduce the underwater motion. Let ∆ωa

j
denote the time evolution of joint j’s angular velocity in the avatar
and ∆ωr

j denote that in the real body. ∆ωa
j and ∆ωr

j are related by a
line integral equation:

∆ω
a
j = ∆ω

r
j +

∆t
I j,k

∫
C j,k

Fd,e( j)× r j,e (2)

where ∆t is the time step size, I j,k is the moment of inertia from j to k
(wrist in the forearm example), and C j,k represents the line segment
connecting j and k. In our study, C j,k is obtained by measuring each
participant’s body segments beforehand, and the mass required for
computing I j,k is extracted from the report on the human body [45].

The angular velocity of the avatar’s joint is reduced by drag force.
With an assumption that arms move with constant acceleration,
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Figure 3: The angular velocity in the real body (ωr
j ) vs. that in the

avatar (ωa
j ).

Figure 3 compares ωa
j and ωr

j . As the user moves the arm faster,
the velocity difference with the avatar’s arm becomes larger. If the
user’s arm moves too fast, the difference reaches the level where the
user cannot interact with the virtual environment using the avatar’s
arm. Therefore, the maximum allowable difference between the real
and virtual arms’ orientations is empirically set to 60◦ in the current
implementation.

Let us now consider the shoulder, i, in Figure 2. In the avatar, the
time evolution of its angular velocity, ∆ωa

i , is defined in terms of
the drag forces exerted on both upper arm and forearm:

∆ω
a
i = ∆ω

r
i +

∆t
Ii,k

(∫
Ci, j

Fd,e(i)× ri,e +
∫

C j,k

Fd,e( j)× ri,e

)
(3)

where the first integral form takes into account the drag force exerted
on the upper arm, and the second integral form is for the forearm.

Our current study considers four joints, which are directly related
to the limb motions, i.e., shoulder and elbow for arm, and hip and
knee for leg. For hip and knee, the angular velocities reduced by the
drag forces are computed in the same way as in shoulder and elbow.

4 EXPERIMENT FOR DRAG FORCE

Humans accept multiple sources of sensory information and take
a weighted average across the individual sensory signals [8]. Our
pseudo-haptic approach solely uses the visual cue to reproduce
the water’s resistance to limb motions while limiting other sensory
modalities. Normally, visual feedback alone is insufficient to give
the sensation of being immersed in water. However, if we strengthen
the visual cues we can overcome this limitation.

To this end, we increase the magnitude of drag force, which
determines the visual cue. The goal of our experiment was to identify
how much drag force can be applied to provide natural underwater
sensation For the experiment, the drag force defined in Equation (1)
was multiplied by the numbers in the range of [0.0,6.0] with steps
of 1.0 to define seven distinct drag-force instances. (We call these
numbers multipliers. They were determined through a pilot test.)
The set of seven multipliers was used in the experiment. Note that
the multiplier, 1.0, does not change Fd,e( j) in Equation (1) and so
represents the real-world drag force.

4.1 Participants
Twenty participants (16 males and 4 females) were recruited for the
experiment. The mean age was 24.25 (SD = 2.57) and the mean
height was 171.8cm (SD = 8.61). All subjects had experience in
aquatic activities such as swimming, diving, treading, etc. and five
of them swam regularly (at least once a week). All subjects were
thus familiar with the sense of hydrodynamic drag force. All had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and fifteen had experiences

with HMD, 3D game, or 3D movie. Each subject was paid 10 USD
for participation.

4.2 Method and Procedure
In the experiment, the user swings their arm horizontally. It is guided
by a virtual ball, as shown in Figure 4-(a). If the ball appears on the
right of a subject, the subject is instructed to stretch out the right arm
toward the ball. If the ball appears on the left, the subject stretches
out the left arm. Then the ball makes a horizontal semicircle (180◦)
about the subject’s shoulder. The subject is instructed to keep their
arm straight and follow the ball with their hand. During this motion,
the subject is allowed to twist their upper body.

The ball takes two seconds to complete its 180◦ rotation. After
resting for a second, it then reverses its direction along the same
path and the user is instructed to also follow it with their hand. This
pair of 180◦ back-and-forth rotations makes up a trial, which takes
five seconds in total.

During a 180◦ rotation, the angular speed of the ball starts from
0 rad/s and is increased with a constant angular acceleration of π

rad/s2, resulting in a slow-to-fast motion. Such a motion allows
the user to experience ‘increasing’ drag forces. (Recall that, as
presented in Equation (1), the drag force is a function of the angular
velocity/speed.)

Before the experiment, each subject filled out a simple demo-
graphic survey and a body measurement was taken, for example,
to determine C j,k in Equation (2). After a brief introduction of the
task, the subject wore the HMD, trackers, and controllers to start
experiment.

In the experiment, a block was composed of 10 trials, and one
subject went through five blocks. There was a two-minute break
between two consecutive blocks. In the first three trials of a block,
the drag force was not applied at all, i.e., the multiplier was set
to 0.0. The remaining seven trials were defined by seven distinct
multipliers, and their order was counter-balanced between blocks.
After completing each of the seven trials, the subject was asked
to compare the trial’s drag force with their personal underwater
experience. The subject replied whether the perceived drag force
was ‘too weak,’ ‘natural,’ or ‘too strong.’

In our experiment, all 20 subjects were right-handed. Ten sub-
jects were instructed to use only their right arms through the entire
experiment whereas the other ten were to use their left arms. The
selection of the left/right arms was randomly made.

The entire experiment took 15 to 20 minutes. Each subject filled
out Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [20] before and after
the experiment, and was also solicited for general comments.

4.3 Result and Analysis
The experiment results are depicted in Figure 5, where the x-axis is
for the drag-force multiplier and the y-axis represents the probability
that the multiplied drag forces are judged as ‘natural.’ The curve
is the fitted Gaussian function of the form, f (x) = a

e−(x−b)2/2c2 with
real numbers a, b, and c. The mean (µ) is taken as the most natural
multiplier. It is 4.05. The range of natural multipliers is defined by
µ ±σ , where σ denotes the standard deviation. It is [2.5,5.6] as
µ = 4.05 and σ = 1.56.

The most natural multiplier, 4.05, implies that, in a pseudo-haptic
approach, the drag force required for simulating underwater arm
motions is much stronger than that of the real world. As discussed
at the beginning of this section, this is ascribed to the fact that the
visual cue plays a major role in reproducing the water’s resistance to
limb motions while other sensory modalities are limited.

As the Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests at 5% sig-
nificance level proved the normality, we conducted a paired t-test to
see whether selection between the left and right arms affected the
subjects’ decisions. No significant difference was found between
the two groups (t(319) =−1.525, p > 0.05).
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Figure 4: The forward rotation in the experiment: (a) The subject’s arm follows the ball’s semicircular movement [front view]. (b) Discrepancy
between the real arm (in red boundary) and the virtual arm (in white boundary) [top view].
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Figure 5: The experiment results.

The Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the pre-
and post-SSQs found that they were not in a normal distribution.
Therefore, we performed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and found that
there was no significant difference (Z =−0.437, p > 0.05).

5 TEST 1: DRAG ON ARMS

In order to verify our drag-force simulation method, we made a test
(henceforth named T1), where we used the most natural multiplier,
4.05, identified in Section 4. Let us call our method simply drag
force.

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no pseudo-haptic
method that recreates hydrodynamic drag force. On the other hand,
visual gain is often adopted in perception studies [30, 41] as its
implementation is relatively simple. A visual gain is defined as the
ratio of the virtual-world displacement to the real-world one.

In T1, drag force was compared with two other methods, which
we called visual gain and no manipulation:
• visual gain: Through a preliminary test, the visual gain was set

to 0.7, i.e., the joint rotation of a subject was scaled down to 70%
and then applied to the avatar’s joint.

• no manipulation: In this method, neither drag force nor visual
gain was applied to the avatar’s joint. Therefore the virtual arm’s
motion was identical to the real arm’s.

For T1, 20 subjects were re-recruited from the experiment. How-
ever, T1 was separated from the experiment by two weeks to prevent
the subjects from getting used to drag force.

Figure 6: In touch task, a grid of 3× 3 balls appears 60cm ahead
of the subject at six different locations: 1, 2, and 3 are on the left
whereas 4, 5, and 6 are on the right. Whereas 1 and 4 are above
the shoulder, 2 and 5 are as high as the shoulder, and 3 and 6 are
below the shoulder. Right before displaying the balls, the subject is
instructed to horizontally straighten the arm to the side. This ensures
that the arm moving toward the grid’s center is sufficiently exposed to
water’s resistance.

5.1 Method and Procedure

The goal of T1 was to find which of the three methods (drag force,
visual gain, and no manipulation) was more successful in repro-
ducing the underwater sensation against the arm motion. T1 was
composed of two tasks, swing and touch:
• swing: This motion was identical to that of the experiment.

Guided by a ball which made a semicircle, the subject swung
their arm horizontally back and forth. Such a trial was made twice
with the right arm, and another two trials were made with the left
arm. After four trials were completed with a method, the next
method was given to the subject. The order of three methods and
the selection of left/right arms were counter-balanced between
subjects. The goal of swing task was to estimate the sense of
presence brought by each method.

• touch: The goal of this task was to examine how accurately
subjects could control their arms with each method. A grid of
3×3 balls was randomly displayed at six different locations, as
shown in Figure 6, and the subject was instructed to touch the
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Figure 7: Responses to Witmer-Singer presence questionnaire
for swing task. Every question was answered in a 7-point Likert
scale. Shown are the median, mean, interquartile ranges, and maxi-
mum/minimum values (whiskers).

center ball. Six trials were made with the right arm, and another
six were made with the left arm. A trial was judged as ‘success’ if
the center ball was touched but no surrounding ball was. During a
trial, the Vive controllers’ positions were tracked to compute the
wrist velocities. After 12 trials were completed with a method, the
next method was given to the subject. The order of three methods,
the order of six locations, and the selection of left/right arms were
counter-balanced between subjects.

A subject first completed swing task and then moved to touch
task. Before and after each task, subjects filled out the SSQs. After
completing a method for swing task, subjects filled out the Witmer-
Singer presence questionnaire [46] and our original questionnaires
listed in Table 1. There was a two-minute break between methods.
After completing a method for touch task, subjects filled out the
questionnaires in Table 1. There was a five-minute break between
methods.

5.2 Results and Analysis
As the tasks of T1 took only a short period of time, none of the trials
exceeded the predefined maximum deviation of 60◦ (presented in
Section 3.2). The Witmer-Singer presence questionnaire is com-
posed of control, sensory, distraction and realism factors, and the
average of their scores represents presence. Figure 7 illustrates the
responses for swing task. We used Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-
Smirnov tests to find that the scores of all factors showed normal
distributions.

A one-way ANOVA test revealed significant differences between
the scores for sensory factor (F(2,57) = 3.587, p < 0.05) and also
between the scores for realism factor (F(2,57) = 3.587, p < 0.05)
whereas there were no significant differences in control factor, dis-
traction factor, and presence.

For sensory factor, post hoc comparisons using the Tukey’s HSD
test indicated that the mean scores in drag force (µ = 5.27, σ =
0.86) were significantly different from those in no manipulation
(µ = 4.42, σ = 1.12). For realism factor, there was a significant
difference between the mean scores in drag force (µ = 3.59, σ =
0.82) and those in no manipulation (µ = 2.86, σ = 0.95).

Figure 8 shows the results of analyzing the responses to our
original questionnaires for swing task. For realism, a Friedman

Table 1: Our original questionnaires used in T1 and T2.

questionnaire
Q1 (realism) Did your motion feel realistic?

Q2 (intensity) Was the water’s resistance intense?
Q3 (preference) Did you like this method?

Figure 8: Responses to our original questionnaires for swing task (in
a 5-point scale).

Figure 9: Responses to our original questionnaires for touch task (in
a 5-point scale).

test, which is a non-parametric statistical test, was conducted to
evaluate differences among the three methods. The test revealed that
there were significant differences (X2(2) = 16.22, p < 0.05). Post
hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a
Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at
p < 0.017. There were significant differences between drag force
and no manipulation (Z =−3.137, p < 0.017) and between visual
gain and no manipulation (Z = −2.707, p < 0.017). However,
there was no significant difference between drag force and visual
gain (Z =−0.718, p > 0.017).

For intensity, there were significant differences (X2(2) =
35.04, p < 0.05) among the three methods. Post hoc analysis indi-
cated that there were significant differences between drag force and
visual gain (Z = −3.300, p < 0.017), between drag force and no
manipulation (Z = −3.961, p < 0.017), and between visual gain
and no manipulation (Z =−3.789, p < 0.017).

For preference, there were significant differences (X2(2) =
11.49, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis indicated that there was a
significant difference between drag force and no manipulation
(Z =−2.290, p < 0.017).

We also investigated whether there was a significant difference be-
tween pre- and post-SSQs in swing task. The Wilcoxon signed-rank
test was conducted to reveal that there was no significant difference
(Z =−0.119, p > 0.05).

Let us now discuss touch task. The average wrist velocities
were 0.35m/s, 0.40m/s, and 0.49m/s in drag force, visual gain,
and no manipulation, respectively. The ‘success’ rates in drag
force, visual gain, and no manipulation were 77%, 64%, and 84%,
respectively.

Figure 9 shows the results of analyzing the responses to our
original questionnaires. For realism, a Friedman test showed that
there were significant differences (X2(2)= 10.983, p< 0.05) among
the three methods. Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests with a Bonferroni correction found that there was a significant
difference between drag force and visual gain (Z = −2.919, p <
0.017).

For intensity, there were significant differences (X2(2) =
35.04, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis revealed that there were sig-
nificant differences between drag force and visual gain (Z =
−2.944, p < 0.017), between drag force and no manipulation
(Z =−2.915, p < 0.017), and between visual gain and no manip-
ulation (Z =−3.675, p < 0.017).

For preference, there were significant differences (X2(2) =
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Figure 10: In T2, a subject walks toward a big rock, which is 3m
ahead, and then turns back to the initial position. For both forward and
backward walking, the same visual gain and drag force multiplier are
used. The initial position is specified by a small rock on the ground.

14.23, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis revealed that there were sig-
nificant differences between visual gain and no manipulation
(Z = −2.808, p < 0.017) and between drag force and visual gain
(Z =−3.182, p < 0.017).

Pre- and post-SSQs in touch task were compared by Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests. There was no significant difference (Z =
−0.299, p > 0.05).

5.3 Discussion

As can be found in Figure 7 (swing task), drag force scored the
highest in every factor of the Witmer-Singer presence questionnaire.
It may be worth quoting a subject’s comment made after completing
drag force: “As the ball moved faster, my arm perceived stronger
resistance of water. I felt like staying underwater.”

In touch task, drag force had the lowest wrist velocity (0.35m/s).
Recall that drag force incurred discrepancy between real and virtual
motions, as illustrated in Figure 4-(b), which usually prevented the
subjects from accurately touching the target ball. In general, the
slower the real motion is, the smaller the discrepancy becomes and
the more accurately the target is touched. In fact, 15 out of 20
subjects commented that they slowed down their arm motion to
reduce the discrepancy. This explains why the wrist velocity in
drag force was the lowest. In visual gain, however, the real arm’s
displacement was uniformly scaled down to 70% to define the virtual
arm’s, independently of the arm’s velocity, and consequently users’
efforts to slow down their arm motion for accurately touching the
target were less than those observed in drag force. In contrast, no
manipulation had the highest wrist velocity. It was because there
was no discrepancy between the real and virtual motions.

Similar discussions can be made for the ‘success’ rates in touch
task. First, no manipulation showed the best performance because
there was no discrepancy between the real and virtual motions. Sec-
ond, the ‘success’ rate of drag force (77%) was greater than that
of visual gain (64%) due to the effective efforts to reduce the dis-
crepancy between the real and virtual motions. In visual gain, six
out of 20 subjects commented that it was difficult and inconvenient
to control their arms. Subjects reported that, due to such diffi-
culty and inconvenience, they gave lower scores on realism and
preference.

The results of analyzing the original questionnaire in both swing
task (Figure 8) and touch task (Figure 9) show that participants gave

Figure 11: Responses to Witmer-Singer presence questionnaire for
T2 (in a 7-point Likert scale).

more affirmative answers to drag force. There was no factor, where
either visual gain or no manipulation excelled drag force.

It is worth comparing the intensity factor in swing task (Fig-
ure 8) with that in touch task (Figure 9). In swing task, drag force
excels visual gain. However, it is not the case in touch task. As
discussed above, users in drag force tended to slow down their arm
motion in touch task. The slower the arm moves, the less resistance
of water the arm perceives. As can be found in Figure 9, however,
even with a lower degree of discrepancy brought by the slower mo-
tion, the sensation of water’s resistance in drag force is as intense
as that in visual gain. Section 7 will discuss more on this.

6 TEST 2: DRAG ON LEGS

In the second test (henceforth, simply T2), we shifted our focus to
legs’ walking motion. The most natural multiplier, 4.05, identified
in the experiment was applied to the leg motion. T1 and T2 were
made at the same time with the same 20 subjects. Each subject was
paid 20 USD for participating in T1 and T2.

6.1 Method and Procedure
Each subject was instructed to walk 3m forward, as shown in Fig-
ure 10, and then turn back to the initial position. We took the same
set of methods used in T1: drag force, visual gain, and no manip-
ulation. For each method, a subject spent five minutes for training
and then made three trials of back-and-forth walking. After each
trial, the HMD screen faded out to black and the experimenter helped
a participant to ready for a next trial. After completing a method, the
subject filled out the Witmer-Singer presence questionnaire and our
original questionnaires listed in Table 1. A two-minute break was
between methods. In total, T2 took about 20 minutes per subject.
The order of three methods was counter-balanced between subjects.

6.2 Results and Analysis
In T2, nine out of the 180 trials exceeded the maximum deviation
of 60◦. In such cases, the trial was discarded and subjects were
asked to perform the trial again. The responses to the Witmer-
Singer questionnaire are analyzed in Figure 11. The Shapiro-Wilk
and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests at the 5% revealed that the scores
of all factors were normally distributed. A one-way ANOVA test
revealed significant differences between the scores for sensory fac-
tor (F(2,57) = 4.00, p < 0.05) whereas there were no significant
differences in the other four factors including presence. For the sen-
sory factor, we performed the Tukey’s HSD test and found that the
mean scores in drag force (µ = 5.51, σ = 0.93) were significantly
different from those in no manipulation (µ = 4.70, σ = 1.06).

The results of analyzing the responses to our original question-
naires are illustrated in Figure 12, where drag force has the highest
scores for all factors. For realism, a Friedman test showed that
there were significant differences (X2(2)= 12.246, p< 0.05) among
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Figure 12: Responses to our original questionnaires for T2 (in a
5-point scale).

the three methods. Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting
in a significance level set at p < 0.017. It was shown that there
were significant differences between drag force and no manipu-
lation (Z = −2.913, p < 0.017) and between visual gain and no
manipulation (Z =−2.762, p < 0.017).

For intensity, there were significant differences among the
three methods (X2(2) = 32.12, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis indi-
cated that there were significant differences between drag force and
visual gain (Z = −3.542, p < 0.017), between drag force and no
manipulation (Z = −3.880, p < 0.017), and between visual gain
and no manipulation (Z =−3.245, p < 0.017).

For preference, there were significant differences among the
three methods (X2(2) = 7.559, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis indi-
cated that there were significant differences between drag force
and no manipulation (Z =−2.553, p < 0.017) and between visual
gain and no manipulation (Z =−2.543, p < 0.017).

The positions of two Vive trackers attached to the ankles were
tracked to compute the ankle velocities. The average velocities were
0.39m/s, 0.59m/s, and 0.60m/s in drag force, visual gain, and
no manipulation, respectively. As was the case in T1, the ankle
velocity in drag force was the lowest.

6.3 Discussion

Together with the results of analyzing the arm’s swing task presented
in Figure 7, the analysis results shown in Figure 11 indicate that
drag force was overall more effective in providing the sense of
underwater presence than visual gain and no manipulation.

Figure 12 shows that, whereas drag force excels visual gain with
respect to intensity, it is not the case with respect to preference.
As the real leg’s velocity increases, the discrepancy with the virtual
leg increases in drag force. In general, the leg does not move with
constant velocity, and the resulting discrepancy may often make
people perceive the walking motion to be unstable. (In contrast, the
discrepancy in visual gain remains largely constant.) Obviously,
the instability problem is more serious in legs than in arms. In
reality, six out of 20 subjects stated that, in drag force, it was hard
to keep the body balance while walking. A subject commented “I
felt my leg motion getting deviated from my avatar’s and it would
soon come to a point where I couldn’t walk any longer.” Another
commented “I couldn’t keep the balance very well and so I started
to walk slowly. It seemed like real underwater walking but was kind
of exhausting.” These explain why drag force does not excel visual
gain with respect to preference.

The tendency to move slowly in drag force (0.39m/s) was also
observed in leg movement. The discussion on the wrist velocity we
made for T1 also applies here.

7 APPLICATION

Inspired by the findings in T1 and T2, which show that drag force
simulation was effective in reproducing underwater sensation, we
developed an application to compare three cases: (1) drag on arms
where the drag forces are applied only to the arms, (2) drag on
limbs where the drag forces are applied to the legs as well as to the

Figure 13: Underwater scene: Arm motions of the user (in red bound-
ary) and avatar (in white boundary).

Figure 14: Responses to questionnaires for application. The questions
in E2I were answered in a 7-point Likert scale and the last question
was in 7 points.

arms, and (3) no drag where the drag forces are applied to neither
arms nor legs.

For the application, 28 subjects (17 males and 11 females) were
recruited. The mean age was 25.18 (SD = 3.17) and the mean height
was 169.2cm (SD = 9.33). All subjects had experience in aquatic
activities such as swimming, diving, treading, etc. and six of them
swam regularly (at least once a week). All had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, 20 subjects had experiences with HMD or 3D
game, and 22 subjects had experiences in 3D movie. Each subject
was paid 10 USD for participation.

7.1 Method and Procedure
To the same underwater environment used for T1 and T2, we added
three creatures, a shark, a fish, and an octopus. See Figure 13. A ball
was attached to each creature. Its color changes if touched. Subjects
were instructed to approach and touch the creatures in a given order.
Touching the three makes up a trial.

Three cases of drag on arms, drag on limbs, and no drag were
tested one by one. The order of the cases was counter-balanced
between subjects. For each case, a subject spent five minutes for
training and then made three trials. The order of touching three
creatures was counter-balanced between cases. After completing a
case, subjects filled out the E2I questionnaire [28] for investigating
presence and enjoyment and an additional question asking “Was
the water’s resistance intense?” (henceforth, intensity). A three-
minute break was given between cases. In total, a subject spent
about 20 minutes.

7.2 Results and Analysis
The analysis results with respect to presence, enjoyment, and
intensity are illustrated in Figure 14. The Shapiro-Wilk and
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests revealed that the scores of presence,
enjoyment, and intensity were normally distributed.

A one-way ANOVA test showed significant differences between
the scores for presence (F(2,81) = 19.606, p < 0.05). Post hoc
comparisons using the Tukey’s HSD test found that there were
significant differences among the three cases.

For enjoyment, there were significant differences (F(2,81) =
8.956, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis indicated that there were signif-
icant differences between drag on arms and drag on limbs, and
also between drag on limbs and no drag.

For intensity, there were significant differences (F(2,81) =
81.496, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis indicated that there were sig-
nificant differences among the three cases.

7.3 Discussion
Section 7.2 shows that presence, enjoyment, and intensity
were all increased as drag forces were applied to more limbs. Con-
sidering that several participants complained of being exhausted in
T2, where the drag forces were applied to legs, it is a noteworthy
fact that enjoyment scored the highest in drag on limbs. It may be
partly due to the entertaining content of approaching and touching
dynamic sea creatures. A subject commented “This was like a game
and I became excited when I successfully touched the shark after
getting over the water’s resistance.” Out of 28 subjects, 18 stated
that the underwater sensation was more realistic in drag on limbs.

Figure 14 shows that drag on limbs excels the other cases with
respect to intensity. This implies that, as discussed in Section 5,
the resistance of water is sufficiently perceived even with a lower
degree of discrepancy brought by the slower motion. Based on the
subjects’ comments collected from the post-experiment interview,
we presumed as follows: In the application, the underwater scene
was fairly realistic, as can be found in Figure 13. It was compati-
ble with the users’ underwater experience, making them take their
slow limb motion as a natural consequence of being and walking
underwater.

8 IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES

While conducting the user studies with drag force simulation, we
collected limitations of our approach and also gained insights that
can be provided as implementation guidelines for developing VR
underwater applications:
• Fatigue control: As stated before, users made an extra effort to

keep the body balance while walking. Worse still, unlike in a
real underwater environment, users’ limbs were not supported by
buoyancy. Therefore, after an extended period of use, their limbs
began to feel heavy, making the users quickly exhausted. A simple
solution to this fatigue problem would be either reducing duration
of use for an activity or providing a sufficient amount of break
between activities. A serious solution would be to integrate the
proposed method into a supporting apparatus such as a suspension
system that can provides buoyancy.

• Limited deviation: If the real body motion is overly deviated
from the avatar’s virtual motion, users may not be able to make
natural limb motions, resulting in decreased sense of presence.
This problem can be prevented by defining maximum deviation
of the joint angle, as we implemented and presented in Section 3.
Slightly decreasing the deviation over time without users’ noticing
can also be a possible solution [35].

• Task design: A notable observation made in our study, espe-
cially in T1 presented in Section 5, is that people tended to slow
down their motion when performing a task that requires accu-
racy. The user experiences in terms of realism, intensity,
and preference varied depending on the types of tasks user per-
formed. This implies that, with an elaborate design of the tasks or
missions in an application, the sense of underwater presence may
be significantly increased.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a pseudo-haptic approach for inducing drag force sen-
sation in underwater virtual environments. In order to provide a
realistic sensation, we adopted physics-based drag force equations
and identified the extent of drag force that can be naturally perceived.
We found that the amount of drag force to be applied to the avatar
limbs should be significantly amplified. We conducted two tests to
compare our method with others. We also developed a VR applica-
tion and collected user feedback. It was found that the underwater
VR application built upon our method provides a significantly better
experience than those without drag force simulation.

Our study can be utilized for various types of VR underwater ap-
plications such as scuba diving training and aquatic therapy. Further-
more, by simply altering the parameters in the drag force equation,
our approach could simulate different types of drag force, e.g., wind
force. On the other hand, since our approach does not require any
external mechanical devices, it can be easily integrated with other
systems. A possible scenario is to combine our drag force simulation
with a cable- or wire-based suspension system [6, 18] that provides
buoyancy.
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